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TOBIAS GERSTUNG, Stapellauf für ein neues Zeitalter: Die Industrie -
metropole Glasgow im revolutionären Wandel nach dem Boom (1960–2000)
(Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2016), 439 pp. ISBN 978 3 525
30086 2. €59.99

In recent years, historians have increasingly turned their attention to
the period between the early 1970s and the late 2010s. While the
opening of the archival record has played a part, the upsurge of inter-
est in the recent past has also been driven by a recognition that the
forty years between the end of the post-war boom and the world
financial crisis are essential for understanding the interlocking polit-
ical and socio-cultural crises that are convulsing our present. Scholars
in Germany and the UK share a common interest in the period, but
they tend to operate with separate sets of analytical categories and
frameworks. In the UK the concept of ‘de-industrialization’ takes
pride of place. An influential article by Jim Tomlinson suggests that
‘de-industrialization’ can be considered a new metanarrative for
post-war British history.1 In Germany, by contrast, scholars tend to
speak of ‘structural change’ or ‘structural rupture’ in their attempts
to historicize the period ‘after the boom’.2 The difference is not with-
out significance. Whereas ‘de-industrialization’ emphasizes what
gets lost and foregrounds political agency, ‘structural change’ sees
under lying processes at work which operate, to a large extent, inde-
pendently of human intervention. 

The book under review offers an analysis of the Scottish port city
of Glasgow in the period from 1960 to 2000. The study is based on a
Ph.D. dissertation that formed part of a research cluster at the uni-
versities of Tübingen and Trier, which is at the centre of this new
German historiography of the recent past. The study offers a fasci-
nating example of the benefits that accrue from a model of scholar-
ship, now under much pressure in the UK, in which the author is
positioned outside the community that is being studied. Gerstung’s
viewpoint is that of the dispassionate scholar. As he tells the reader
in a postscript, he first visited Glasgow in 2008 for his research.
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Gerstung looks at the city as an outsider who brings the conceptual
framework of ‘structural change’ and ‘rupture’ to bear on his subject
matter. The result is an empirically rich and methodologically
nuanced study that situates Glasgow’s recent past in the longue durée
since the early nineteenth century and embeds the case study in the
broader history of the UK. In doing so, Gerstung makes a good case
for regarding ‘de-industrialization’ as an interpretation put forward
by partial observers, rather than as a valid analytical concept. It cap-
tures, at best, an incomplete reality (pp. 178, 265). 

The study falls into two parts. Part one traces developments from
the mid nineteenth century to the 1960s. Glasgow’s rise from a
provincial town to ‘second city of the Empire’ was inextricably linked
to colonial expansion and industrialization. In its Victorian heyday,
the city’s pre-eminence rested on the port economy and heavy indus-
try, with shipbuilding and locomotive construction at its centre.
Glasgow was both a port city and an industrial city. But its rapid
development had also led to formidable problems of poor housing,
overcrowding, and a dangerously unbalanced economic structure,
which preoccupied urban planners long before de-industrialization
brought problems of its own. As part one demonstrates, the very
remedies that were proposed to solve the problems of the industrial
city—slum clearance, suburbanization, high-rise tenement blocks,
the introduction of a branch plant economy—created unintended
consequences that came to exacerbate the city’s woes, as Glasgow’s
socio-economic foundations began to disintegrate from the 1960s
onwards. Containerization and the reorientation of trade towards the
European Continent undermined the port economy. Meanwhile,
competition from the far East in shipbuilding and steel-making erod-
ed the city’s heavy industrial base. 

While the broad outline of this story will be familiar to students of
British history and of the industrial city, Gerstung demonstrates con-
vincingly that it is too simplistic to think of these changes in terms of
a linear trajectory from an industrial golden age to a period of crisis
and eventual renewal. The example of Glasgow shows clearly that
urban planners and decision-makers were faced with multiple inter-
locking crises—some of them a consequence of industrialization and
of long standing, others of more recent nature and resulting from de-
industrialization. They created a syndrome that proved extremely
difficult to ameliorate. Gerstung could, perhaps, have gone further in
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marshalling evidence from his case study to query the framework of
‘industrial rupture’ within which the Tübingen research cluster oper-
ated. The disintegration of the old industrial port city began long
before the post-war boom came to an end in the 1970s (p. 109). What
are the implications for periodization, and for demarcating a boom
period from a period ‘after the boom’?

Part two looks at Glasgow’s attempts to reinvent itself in the three
decades between the 1970s and the 2000s. It pays particular attention,
first, to the built environment, with an emphasis on the rejuvenation of
the inner city and the port area; and second, to the city of the mind—
the images that circulated about the city among Glaswegians and in
the national and international public. The chapter on the ‘city of stone’
traces, in chronological order, the history of several regeneration ini-
tiatives that put derelict areas and former brownfield sites to new
uses—sometimes temporarily, sometimes more permanently. In rich
empirical detail, Gerstung tells the story of the creation of the Scottish
Exhibition and Conference Centre on the grounds of the disused
Queen’s Dock (completed in 1985); the staging of the Glasgow Garden
festival on the site of the Prince’s Dock (1988); and the redevelopment
of the Merchant City and the building of the Clyde Audi torium (com-
pleted in 1997). Between the mid 1980s and the mid 1990s, the office
came to replace the factory floor as the foundation of the city’s econo-
my and, after decades of suburbanization, the city centre itself became
a place to work, shop, and, for the affluent few, also to live (pp. 301–2).

Early regeneration efforts still operated on the assumption that
Glasgow would remain a major centre of industry. from the mid 1980s
onwards, however, urban planners and decision-makers came to iden-
tify the service sector as the engine of the city’s future growth (p. 265).
Here, too, the study could have done more to tease out the implications
of its empirical findings for broader historiographical problems such
as, for example, the significance of the political caesura of 1979. The
study appears to lend weight to recent interpretations that emphasize
the continuities between the Callaghan government’s approach to
Britain’s inner-city problem and the policies of the first Thatcher gov-
ernment. The mid 1980s, rather than 1979, appear as the tipping point
when the service economy, rather than the industrial sector, came to be
embraced as the nation’s future.3
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In an intriguing concluding chapter on ‘the city of images’,
Gerstung analyses attempts by municipal bodies to shape the ideas
and associations that crossed people’s minds when they thought of
the city on the Clyde. Gerstung notes that Glasgow’s identification
with industry and heavy manual labour, as well as urban squalor
and municipal socialism, lived on long after the industrial and port
economy had disintegrated. He is adamant that this disjuncture
should not be understood as a contradiction between representation
and social reality, but as ‘two different kinds of socially constructed
reality’(p. 304). Regardless of whether one is inclined to follow
Gerstung all the way down the constructivist road, the municipal
authorities realized from the 1970s that Glasgow’s regeneration
efforts were hampered by the city’s association with urban decay,
drunkenness, and violence. To counter such widely held perceptions,
they sought to fix in people’s minds a number of slogans—most
notably ‘Glasgow’s miles better’, which was in use from 1983 to 1990.
The city also successfully took part in the selection procedure for
European City of Culture 1990. Such attempts, however, also pro-
voked dissent and opposition, as Gerstung details in an illuminating
section on left intellectuals who insisted that Glasgow’s rebranding
erased working-class history from the city’s image. Gerstung empha-
sizes the significance of marketing campaigns in an age when cities
increasingly came to compete for the talents of a footloose ‘creative
class’. He also notes wryly that it was less expensive to mount public
relations campaigns than to tackle the underlying social problems
that had given rise, at least in part, to negative perceptions in the first
place. Regrettably, the social history of Glaswegians in this time of
transformation remains outside the scope of the study.

Gerstung has written a well researched, methodologically inform -
ed, and empirically rich case study whose findings will be of interest
to students of contemporary British history and comparative urban
history alike. It demonstrates the considerable potential of the con-
ceptual framework developed by the Nach dem Boom research cluster
for better understanding the transformations of British cities and
society since the 1970s. It is to be hoped that the major findings of this
fine study will be made accessible to an English-speaking readership.
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